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Brent & Sarah
Laugh Out Loud Magic | Virtual & Live Shows
http://www.kmprod.com/incredibrent-super-sarah

Bio

Toronto Comedy Magicians Brent and Sarah Nicholls are a husband and
wife team of magicians who travel North America with their one-of-a-kind
show. Their unique and hilarious approach to magic has made them a trusted
choice for audiences of all shapes and sizes. Unlike a traditional male magician
and female assistant, Brent and Sarah are a unique husband and wife team
with a style all their own. Together they combine magic, comedy, live music,
improvisation and interactive audience participation into every show they
perform. [morelink]
Show Description

VIRTUAL SHOWS:
Youtube Video
Brent and Sarah's Virtual Magic Show is an interactive online experience that takes place from
the comfort of your home or home office. The show is fast paced, funny and full of amazing magic.
It's what you get when you pair two magicians with remarkable skill and talent who don't take

themselves too seriously. With impressive magic, hilarious comedy and live music this one-of-akind team delivers a one-of-a-kind virtual show!

Virtual Show Testimonials:
"Brent and Sarah performed for a large virtual event we hosted and they were great. Their show
was a 5 Star Interactive Experience that was very entertaining!"
- Deloitte
"Amazing! A fun & entertaining show that our team had a blast with!”
- Manulife Insurance
"We just had Brent & Sarah for our Halloween virtual event and they've done such an
outstanding performance! The team loved the show + workshop. They were very interactive and
perfect for corporate environments!”
- ThinkON Inc.

LIVE EVENTS:
The magic within the show is sure to amaze and impress, but it is Brent and Sarah's hilarious
personalities and on-stage chemistry that keep audiences raving about the dynamic duo. Their
performance combines magic, music, comedy and audience participation in a way that feels more
like a two person variety show than a traditional magic act.

Brent & Sarah's Comedy Magic Show
Brent and Sarah's Comedy Magic Show is a non-stop laugh riot from beginning to end. It's what
you get when you pair two magicians with skill and talent that don't take themselves too
seriously.
The show is sure to amaze and impress, but it is Brent and Sarah's hilarious personalities and onstage chemistry that keep audiences raving about the dynamic duo. The show combines magic,
music, comedy and interactive audience participation in a way that feels more like a two person
variety show than a traditional magic act.
Highlights of the Show:
Combines Interactive Magic, Music, Comedy and Storytelling
Full of Audience Participation

Several Volunteer Opportunities Where Audience Members Become the Stars of the Show!
Features Two Hilarious Magicians!
Clean Entertainment that doesn't humiliate or embarrass
A Variety of Magic ie. Illusion, Mind Reading, Card Magic & often a Daring Escape!
Brent and Sarah are a husband and wife team of magicians with a unique and hilarious approach
to magic. Unlike traditional magic shows that feature a male magician and a female assistant, this
entertaining couple has brought magic into the 21st century with a thrilling two-person show
that can’t be seen anywhere else.
For Brent and Sarah magic is a way of life and Brent actually proposed to Sarah on stage during
their show. Since getting married in 2012 they have appeared on stage and television across
North America. Audiences around the world have raved about their interactive performance as it
creates belly laughter and jaw dropping surprises!
Brent & Sarah are represented by K&M Productions. For more information, * fees, & booking
the Brent & Sarah Comedy Magic show, contact us . (*Note: Fee range indicated is for "live, inpersonl" shows in Toronto, GTA & southern Ontario. Contact us for pricing on their "virtual" shows.)

